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264m children out of school, 100m unable to even read: GEM
report
ISLAMABAD: The newest UNESCO International Training Monitoring (GEM) report 2017 has
made a startling revelation whopping variety of 264 million youngsters and youth are out of
college, whereas one other 100 million younger individuals at the moment unable to even
learn.
UNESCO Islamabad, in collaboration with I‐SAPS (Institute of Social and Coverage Sciences),
launched the GEM Report ‘Accountability in training: Assembly our commitments’ right here
on Thursday.
Talking on the launching ceremony of the GEM report, Federal Training Minister Muhammad
Balighur Rehman emphasised that the 2017 report appears on the matter of accountability in
training, which may be very related and pertinent to Pakistan.
He mentioned that democracy is the very best accountability the place you hearken to
individuals and get suggestions, including that the incumbent authorities is taking particular
steps for selling high quality training within the nation.
The report appears on the other ways individuals and establishments ought to be held
accountable for reaching the Sustainable Growth Objective Four on training.
It stresses that accountability is indispensable in attaining the worldwide training purpose. It
describes accountability when it comes to how lecturers educate, college students be taught,
governments act, non‐public sector behaves and donors reply.
UNESCO Representative to Pakistan Vibeke Jensen and Balighur Rehman formally launched
the report.
The minister said that monetary allocation on training in Pakistan has elevated significantly
throughout the previous couple of years, and due to that extra out of college youngsters are
actually in colleges.
He mentioned that Pakistan has already adopted SDG‐Four and has transformed it into the
nationwide growth targets, the place “training is our first precedence and we’re totally
dedicated to attaining the goal.”

The report warns that disproportionate blame on anyone actor for systemic instructional
issues can have critical unfavorable negative effects, widening inequality and damaging
studying.
The report cites an accountability vacuum with donors not delivering on their help
commitments for these in want. The share of help to training has fallen for six years in a row.
On the similar time, donors more and more demand that, in change for help, nations obtain
outcomes that typically divert power away from systemic enhancements within the training
system.
The report highlights, “No strategy to accountability shall be profitable with no sturdy
enabling setting that gives actors with satisfactory assets, capability, motivation and data to
fulfil their duties.”
It calls on governments to design accountability for colleges and lecturers that’s supportive
and keep away from punitive mechanisms, particularly these based mostly on slim efficiency
measures.
It additionally requires democratic participation, respect media freedom to scrutinise training
and arrange unbiased establishments to deal with complaints.
It requires creating credible and environment friendly rules with related sanctions for all
training suppliers—private and non‐private—guaranteeing non‐discrimination and the
standard of training. Make the precise to training justiciable, which isn’t the case in 45% of
nations.
In the course of the presentation of the important thing findings of the report, Vibeke Jensen
highlighted that the bold training outcomes, resembling these in SDG Four, depend on a
number of actors, ranging from authorities proper right down to college students typically
fulfilling shared duties. “However whereas duties are shared, accountability just isn’t: it’s
linked to single actors, who’re held to account for his or her particular person or institutional
duties,” she added.
She additionally confused that accountability began with governments, as they’re in the end
the first obligation bearers of the precise to training.
Dr Jamila Razzaq, who has additionally co‐authored a nationwide case research, mentioned,
“A well‐performing training system in Pakistan can solely be constructed by creating enabling
political, social and legislative circumstances.”
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